Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 7-6-14
There is nothing like a weekend of hot humid weather to finish off a frustrating month and trigger some diverse pest
activity on the golf courses. This week we have seen anthracnose activity on bentgrass, some mild pythium damage,
further dollar spot activity and some etiolation showing up on turfgrasses. To say it has been frustrating is probably an
understatement, further to that however was the gully washer coming through on Monday night which brought relief
and subsidence in problems arising. The first test of how surfaces may look for the rest of the summer if it gets hot and
sticky was a little uncomfortable – let’s hope the NOAA prediction of a cooler than normal summer is true!
Following the intense storms on Monday night there was substantial flooding and soil profiles are of course extremely
wet. The sooner we can get some drying out the better we will be as roots definitely did not like how hot it was last
weekend. Green speeds suffered a little bit with the moisture which was unfortunate but surface conditions really have
begun to round into shape with many courses starting to shine in the summer sun. It is the fourth of July and I think
many people will be happy to see that temperatures are forecast in the 70’s and low 80’s for the weekend ahead.
The appearance of the etiolation on the turf has been frustrating and there has been a lot of conversation ongoing over
the last few years. The management strategy will discuss some of the most recent output and whether or not our
research project at Ridgemoor CC has shown any results as of yet. Finally, the storm left its mark in many ways this
week; luckily the winds did not flatten too many trees and so clean up of limbs and bunkers were the main focus. Let’s
hope July dries out and the average high is 80 degrees! Happy holiday weekend to everyone.
Climate:

Total precipitation (In)

Looking back on June for many of our sites, moisture and precipitation was far above average. The golf house was not
the worst however as our total ran up to 5.76” which is only 1.3” above normal. The pattern it fell however was the
problem with deluge’s being a battle. Sunshine Course was 0.5” behind Crystal Tree which is 10 miles from the golf
house. Further west, Rockford IL ran up a total of 7.57” for June while Biltmore totaled 5.42” which has been followed
by 2.1” in the space of three days into July. Further south Peoria CC experienced 6.54” of rain for the month while
Hickory Ridge in Carbondale, IL accumulated 4.8” of rain for the month of June. The bottom line for all of these sites all
over the state is that they were all above average and some by as much as 85% (Figure 1). This while is appreciated, is
not an ideal way to start a summer where we are trying to conserve roots.
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Figure 1. Rainfall totals around the state of Illinois June 2014 compared to 30 year monthly average

Heading into the month of July and celebrating Independence Day, many superintendents are delighted to have seen
temperatures in the high 70’s to start the month. The storm early in the week left flood damage mainly though some
courses did suffer horrific tree damage and clean up is ongoing. The drier conditions seen since Monday night will have
been appreciated by many. Sunshine Course has seen remarkably consistent temperatures over the last 12-14 days with
a little cool down coming after the storms on Monday night (Figure 2). Soil temperatures which have been around the
80 degree mark started to dip with the cool of which is a good sign. The soil temperatures may have explained as to why
the diversity in problems arose recently along with the excess soil moisture.
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Figure 2. Low and high air temperatures, average 2” soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL June – Early July
2014 (A Southwest Chicago suburb)
Despite the excess moisture seen at many courses in June, temperatures were close to average in many locations. This
meant that the month was somewhat of a missed opportunity for recovery from the winter due to the lack of light
coinciding with rainfall (Figure 3). Weeks like two weeks ago with fog and cool temperatures in certain situations
certainly were a driver for the lack of bentgrass vigor.
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Figure 3. Average air temperatures June 2014 at golf courses in Illinois compared to long term (30 yr.) average.
This week saw a welcome return to blue skies and plenty of sun (Figure 4). This really was needed badly as excess leaf
moisture due to cloud cover from the week previously was causing a problem for bentgrass which needed to get some
heat. The other benefit of this most recent week was that temperatures really were ideal along with a wind to push
bentgrass along. Day lengths are shortening and already someone has remarked we are that bit closer to August 15th –
it’s a jinx.
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Figure 4. Daily light integrals late June into early July 2014, at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb)
Further south in Peoria, temperatures had pushed up into the high 80’s and soil temperatures had started to trend that
way even at the 4” depth under sod which was worrying. Pythium did appear on fairways and this was an early start for
breakthrough despite being on a management program for the disease at the course in question. The storms also led to
a cool down which would have helped allay concerns going into July 4th weekend (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. High and Low air temperatures and 4” soil temperatures, Peoria CC and Peoria, IL late June into early July 2014
The storms that hit northern Illinois also showed up, and in a similar fashion with just over 2” collected for the 30th of
June. Undoubtedly this led to soggy conditions and many courses would have been wise to cut carts for the following
day to prevent long term problems due to compaction.
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Figure 6. Precipitation and water loss at Peoria CC, Peoria, IL late June into early July 2014

Temperatures further south were getting even stickier as they climbed to the mid 90’s and soil temps were creeping
north of the 80°F mark. This however is not such a problem for the courses in the area as it is beneficial to the warm
season grasses which are now dominating in the area (Figure 7). This has helped to push recovery though also some
insects are now becoming active. Interestingly our colleague Jonathan Pokrzywinski at Country Club of Decatur which is
further north than Carbondale has written in this month’s GCM about his change to zoysia grass fairways – well worth a
look! It can be viewed here http://gcmdigital.gcsaa.org/i/335642/66
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Figure 7. High and Low air temperatures and 2” soil temperatures at Hickory Ridge GC, Carbondale, IL late June into early
July 2014

Water volume (In)

Precipitation has matched water loss further south in Carbondale also, though tropical type downpours again are not
ideal. The warm season grasses will make use of the precipitation however and really begin to spread aggressively as the
soil temperatures and available moisture will allow for ideal growing conditions (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Precipitation and water loss at Hickory Ridge GC, Carbondale, IL late June into early July 2014

Insects:
Nothing major to report as of right now, though with the heat increase some damage due to stress on turf may have
been noted. Adult Japanese beetles continue to be reported and EAB damage continues unabated. Ants again have
become a nuisance and so applications of products are being currently made.

Disease:
Following the excess moisture last week, and the heat of the weekend there certainly was an increase noticed in
problems. Anthracnose even showed up on bentgrass that had not been treated with preventative products,
presumably the winter stress followed by a slow spring and the rapid heat didn’t help (Picture 1).
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Picture 1. Anthracnose on bentgrass showed up on a couple of Chicago Golf Courses this week.
Of greater concern was the appearance of possible cases of Acidiovorax on bentgrasses in the area. The familiar loss of
blue color to a lighter green, then chlorotic twisted water soaked appearance of plants followed by melting out was all
too evident (Picture 2). This seemed to be triggered partially by the extended periods of fogginess and leaf wetness from
the week before as once the sun came out with some drying winds, there was a cessation of problem development
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Picture 2. Top left – initial color change going from blue green to apple green, Top right – loss of color and leaves
thinning as well as constriction on the leaf and becoming water soaked, Bottom Center – Thinning of surface and melting
out.

Fairy ring was also evident in roughs and some reports of possible early symptoms showing up on fairways. Damage has
been limited to the color change however and no noted loss of turf yet (Picture 3).
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Picture 3. Fairy ring showing up in roughs in golf courses in the Chicago area this week.
Pythium showed up in many ways this week and across many grass types. Ryegrass fairways showed damage early in the
week while, newly seeded bentgrass areas on driving ranges also were victim to problems (Picture 4 and 5). The excess
moisture really suited the development of the problem.
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Picture 4. Pythium damage on ryegrass fairways in the Chicago area this week
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Picture 5. Pythium damage on juvenile bentgrass areas on a driving range in the Chicago area this week
Of the less intense disease to show up with the heat, our friend rust made an appearance (Picture 6). While not as
damaging as others, the orange color that is spread around can become annoying as it will get everywhere on shoes,
carts and questions about use of toxic chemicals will probably come your way. Unless it is having a large impact on
newly seeded areas, it’s something that is not worth spending a lot of money on.
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Picture 6. Rust showing up on perennial ryegrass in Chicago this week

Weeds:
Weed diversity has really increased as the heat increased. Noticed this week on driving ranges where there are plenty of
voids was goose grass (Picture 7). I found this somewhat surprising as I thought it wasn’t warm enough for long enough
as of yet to get going but with all the voids there is an opportunity always for something to grow.
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Picture 7. Goose grass benefitting from both warmer temperatures and voids to germinate and try establish on a driving
range in Chicago this week.
Ground ivy (Picture 8) was also becoming apparent in sites this week and you can expect to see it really spread as
temperatures warm up. It is an aggressive problem that is difficult to control. Triclopyr is going to be the best product to
use long term as well as looking at growing conditions for turf – aeration and compaction being a big issue. Quinclorac
may also offer some respite for the problem.
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Picture 8. Ground ivy taking over on a golf course in the Chicago area this week.

Management strategy:
This week the problem of etiolation and possible bacterial decline popped up. The heat combined with the moisture
may have triggered the problem and while not all samples collected were clearly diagnosed as Acidiovorax there
definitely was concern that the problem was there. Following this initial pressure, Dr Kerns who is now at NC State wrote
on the turf disease blog regarding the problem. He was pretty direct that during the heat and stress of summer avoiding
trinexapac ethyl and biostimulants was a good idea. Further to this, conversations on how courses are applying a growth
regulator which restricts growth are following that with biostimulants which include the hormones will have similar
effects on elongation as gibberellic acid. There is not a benefit to be had trying to confuse plants like this and I would
think that Dr Kerns is well founded in his comments. Other steps that have been taken with limited success but some
results are raising mowing heights, reducing mowing frequency, smooth rollers, reducing vigor of cultural practices and
waiting. Some products are labelled for control, but the success has been inconsistent at best. Drying the turf canopy
out has been by far the most successful result and anyone that suffered from cool wet foggy conditions last week would
have been delighted this week to see sunlight!
FINALLY!!!!
This week many of you correctly answered that the streaks were grease points on the roller showing up. Movement on
the table has occurred in many ways; however that man Mr. K Sams is continuing buckeye domination….
K Sams
7
D Groelle
5
K Peterson
5
J VerCautren
5
B Zeigler
4
A Palos
4
K Strother
3
A Morris
2
B Bossert
2
F Sutter
2
T Schmitz
2
T Bain
1
A Unrau
1
B Grimme
1
This week there is a bonus point! Two questions
1) What caused this? 2) Specifically there is a cultivar of grass that is prone to this issue – what is it?
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One last note, lightning can strike twice! Andy Dauksas at Glen Oak certainly found this out July 1 when he came out to
find the 7th green with this pattern! It seems the strikes were not direct as no turf was kicked up but still one exciting
picture!
Dr. Lee Miller’s latest report dated 7-3-14 can be found below.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update07_03_14.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch / @cdgaresearchmgr
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

